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Code for yourself a month later

“Ugh.. The code is a complete mess.”

Sorry, but you wrote the code.

You are the author of your code, but are also your future reader. 
Be kind to your future self.





● Reproducibility No human interaction

● Validity Unit validation (don’t write a lengthy code/function and 
hope it works at once!)

● Readability KISS (keep it simple, stupid)
Meaningful names, commenting, pipes, indentation

● Efficiency Dry coding (Don’t repeat yourself), utilize functions
Practice abstraction (but not too much!)

Some coding principles



A coding project structure





- Control of access 
(read-only input files, editable script files, output files)

- Flow of work process, dependency 
(data step, preprocessing step, implementation, analysis and visualization)

- Collaboration
(ownership)



Headers for a team project - overview & ownership

Cancer project
https://github.com/KosorokLab/HER2/blob/master/script/C36earl.R 

https://github.com/KosorokLab/HER2/blob/master/script/C36earl.R


Functions within a file

and more ...



What can be improved?

- Too many functions / code in a file
- No structure (no clue about what function is used for what)
- Redundancy (arguments in functions, version control tools)

Solutions

- Split a file into a meaningful units: task, functionality
- Simple but meaningful names
- Utilize arguments in functions, 
- Remove the unused and use version control (git)



Style guides

Google Style Guides https://google.github.io/styleguide/

R, C, python, shell, ...

Hadley Wickham's Style Guides http://stat405.had.co.nz/r-style.html

Jenny Bryan’s Style Guides 
https://www.stat.ubc.ca/~jenny/STAT545A/block19_codeFormattingOrganization.html

“please TRUST ME when I say that your coding style is very, very important to the quality 
of work and your happiness in it.” - Jenny Bryan @ Rstudio & UBC

https://google.github.io/styleguide/
http://stat405.had.co.nz/r-style.html
https://www.stat.ubc.ca/~jenny/STAT545A/block19_codeFormattingOrganization.html#r-coding-style-and-organizing-analytical-projects


What do you do if you are midstream in the project and 
want to bring some organization? 

1. Make a backup copy so that you can always go back

2. Set up a git repository for version control

3. Draw a workflow, establish a folder structure.

4. Revision: move/rename files or create files from scratch according to the 

order.

5. Validation: validate the code for each function / file.



Some coding tips in R



Some tips in R - for readability
indentation



Some tips in R - for readability

piping
(R:dplyr)



Some tips in R - for readability

piping

vs



Some tips in R - for readability

tibble data tables with a nicer interface
dplyr piping
tidyr reshaping
stringr strings manipulation
purrr functional programming
...

tidyverse

https://www.tidyverse.org/
Phoebe Jiang’s workshop (Lab drive > Presentations > dplyr workshop)

https://www.tidyverse.org/


Some tips in R

paste vs sprintf

regex

Basic regex syntax: http://www.endmemo.com/r/grep.php 

http://www.endmemo.com/r/grep.php


Some tips in R - dry coding

...

repetition of function arguments



Some tips in R - dry coding
repetition of function arguments - Solution 1: for loop



Some tips in R - dry coding
repetition of function arguments - Solution 2: do.call()



Some tips in R - dry coding
Excessive use of ifelse - alternatives

Alternative 1: dictionary, a named vector or list

Alternative 2: switch()



Some tips in R - validity
Some habits for preventing leaks

1. explicitly add argument names



Some tips in R - validity
Some habits for preventing leaks

2. drop = FALSE in matrix/array subsetting



Some tips in Rstudio
Global search

Control (Cmd) + shift + F
When you want to find something, but not know what file it is

Tidying up code

Control (Cmd) + shift + A 
(after selection)

Reformatting



Multiple cursors (Rstudio, Overleaf, a bunch of IDEs)

Alt (opt) + drag

Useful for table editing in latex!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1UD8nkRH5Wk71lpkPlzb0R8VpO8rdodZX/preview

